
MOON 908
design mac stopa

Solid surfaces and empty spaces, in perfect balance with each other.

For those who have lost themselves in watching the unspeakable beauty of the moon, in every phase. For those who have 
looked up, at night, with dreamy eyes, traveling with the mind towards that distant world. The moon, unreachable and at the 
same time magnetic, has always been the subject of poems, stories, desires. So the designer Mac Stopa wanted to pay 
homage, expressing through design the pleasant and dreamy shapes of the moon.
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MOON SOFT TOUC
Organic design.

The sculptural shape of the Moon chair by Mac Stopa for Tonon expresses the designer’s passion for curved and organic lines. The 
backrest bends harmoniously and becomes one single piece with the rest of the shell, creating an open space between the 
backrest and the seat, in the shape of a half moon: this is what makes it fascinating and unique.
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MOON UPHOLSTERED MOON UPHOLSTERED

Design ergonomico.
Ergonomic design.

The structure of Moon, studied with precision, adapts perfectly to the position of the body: sitting becomes a pleasure. The 
organically shaped shell is also made in flexible injected foam upholstered with fabric or leather. The shell geometry adapts its 
lines to the shape of the body and gives a pleasant sensation of softness for a maximum comfort.
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SOFT TOUCH & UPHOLSTERED

Moon no arms, is a model with smaller dimensions than Moon, slightly narrower but with the same goal to offer the maximum 
comfort. The shell is made both in “soft touch” integral foam or in injected foam upholstered with fabric or leather. The non-
deformable and resistant shell is flexible and soft, and thanks to the large selection of bases available, nothing is left to be 
desired. The backrest with its crescent-shaped opening, matches successfully with the lines of its big sister Moon, which has 
received several design awards.
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